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WHO wants it?

HOW much will it cost? WHERE do I sign?

WHAT is the opportunity? WHY does it matter?

...must... ...won’t......might...

What is the current v ideal state? How does it link to the objectives of the organisation that will pay for it?

Who benefits? What outcomes / benefits
will they receive?

What other outcomes / benefits would
be nice to have?

What is out of scope?

This opportunity is [  ] low
[  ] medium
[  ] high risk for our organisation

......................................................................................... is authorised to spend 

$ ..................................... & .................... days / weeks / months developing:

                                        [  ] a project plan
                                        [  ] a simple business case
                                        [  ] a detailed business case for this opportunity

Name & title

It will cost at least $ .................................... and no more than $ ....................................

There is currently $.................................... allocated in the budget for this project

Other people endorsing this opportunity include 

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................The client will accept the project deliverable(s)

If this opportunity is approved

as a project, the client will be

..........................................................................

WHEN do we need it?

It will take at least .................... and no more than .................... weeks / months / years to deliver

It can commence ................................... and should be delivered no later than ...................................
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	Opportunity: The current state in Productivity/Efficiency is currently low. with close monitoring/planning we can bring the % up bringing more hours filled and jobs completed on time.
	Stakeholder 1: Customers (less wait time for bookings)
	Stakeholder 2: Peter Brown (Service Group Manager)
	Stakeholder 3: 
	Stakeholder 4: 
	Client: Dale Fraser (Dealer Principle)
	At least duration: 4
	At most duration: 10
	Duration period: [months]
	Early start: 30/11/20
	Late finish: 30/11/20
	At least budget: 10000
	At most budget: 25000
	Current budget: 16500
	Outcomes must: By rewarding our team on success of each stage of the project will bring a possitive look on the plan to succeed and enhance the GP
	Outcomes might: This project plan may bring morale back into the workplace when the hours in the day are pre-filled (less standing around). This also may assist in less sick days potentially
	Outcomes won't: We need to monitor success closly so we minimise reward to Indivdual Employees for a task that must be required from the start 
	Link to objectives: Unsold/Uncharged hours means lost hours, this brings loss to Gross Profit for the deprtment 
	Project manager: Ray Hill
	Planning budget: 25,000
	Planning duration: 10
	Planning period: [months]
	Name and title: 


